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In analyzing the Czech-Romanian relations from the mid 19
th

 century until the 

collapse of the Habsburg Monarchy, the author is departing from the assertion of the 

reputed Romanist J. Macurek, regarding the existence of close political, cultural and 

economic relations, despite the fact that the two nations were not in direct vicinity. In 

opposition to the Czech-Polish or Czech-Russian relations, the Czech-Romanian 

cooperation was not based on the Slavic origin or the Austro-Slavism sense, but on the 

idea of national and social freedom, irrespective of nationality, as the only one able to 

solve the conflicts between the nationalities within the empire, in a different manner 

than the one expected by the German or Hungarian ruling circles. With origins 

descending to the Middle Ages, these relations were emphasized during the revolution 

of 1848, the Czech press presenting numerous echoes on the revolution in the Romanian 

provinces. 

After the defeat of the revolution, the relations were often sporadic and 

inconsistent, the conservative Czech politicians, unlike the Romanian ones in 

Transylvania and Bukovina, agreeing the idea of reinstating the Hungarian Kingdom 

and of dualism. Moreover, Prague was dominated by Pan-Slavism and the coming to the 

Romanian throne of the Hohenzollern dynasty and later the alliance with Austria-

Hungary in 1883 was considered contrary to the Czech interests, as one that 

strengthened the German faction. Since the late eighties of the 19
th

 century, marked by 

the dominance of Czech politics by the “young Czechs”, the collaborative relations with 

Romanian politicians in Transylvania have strengthened.  

Although less known, the cultural Czech-Romanian relations were quite intense, 

with Czech personalities in architecture archaeology, history, linguistics, literature, 

medicine, etc., who wrote about Romanians or worked in Romania, while Czech issues 

were found in the writings of Romanian historians or Slavists. During World War I, the 

ties between the two nations it were very intense, with political cooperation, with the 

Czech emigration led by Masaryk, but also military, especially between the Romanian 

volunteers and the Czech-Slovak Legion of volunteers from Russia. 
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